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Faculty Senators present: 
Dr. Thomas J. Rossbach   Chemistry, Geology and Physics 
Dr. Alex I. Ogwu   Business and Economic 
Dr. Wayman Parson  Social Sciences 
Dr. Suzanne MacMorris  Social Sciences 
Prof. Carol Jo Evans  Social Sciences 
Dr. Benjamin James  Mathematics 
Prof. Antonio Rook  Mathematics 
Prof. Eunice Smith  Mathematics 
Dr. Jennifer Robertson  Pharmacy 
Dr. Gale Isaacs   Language, Literature and Communication 
Dr. Eric Weil   Language, Literature and Communication 
Dr. Joseph Lisowski  Language, Literature and Communication 
Dr. Lloyd Mitchell  Physical Education and Health 
Dr. Jeff Rousch   Biology 
Dr. Scott Bradshaw  Psychology 
Dr. Kulwindar Kaur-Walker Psychology 
Dr. John Dixon   Education 
Dr. Linda Lisowski  Education 
Dr. Akbar Eslami   Technology 
Dr. Beccie Seaman  History and Political Science 
Dr. Chris Palestrant  Music 
 
Faculty Members present 
Dr.Margery Coulson-Clark History and Political Science 
Dr. Innocent Ononiwu  Pharmacy 
Dr. Bobby Jo Lewis  Biology 
Dr. Barbara Johnson  Education 
Dr. Ellis Laurence  Technology 
 
 
Call to Order 
The Faculty Senate chair, Dr. S. Delacy Stith called the meeting to order at 2:05 p.m. and welcome all the senators 
observing that there was a quorum.  He noted that Mr. Jason A. Mitchell was on paternity leave and Dr. Stith asked 
Dr. Margaret Coulson-Clark to take notes. 
 
Old Business 
 Faculty Salaries 
 An Ad Hoc committee was formed and asked to review faculty salaries.  An inquiry was made to the Vice 
Chancellor which resulted in some initial obstacles.  However, the Faculty Senate chair was promised that all 
BD1118 data would be released within a week.  
     During the meeting in August, the Faculty Senate was informed by the Vice Chancellor that all funds had 
been distributed. The Chair wanted the Ad Hoc Committee to attempt to answer these along with other questions 
regarding equitable distribution formulas that were agreed upon by the Administration and the Faculty Senate 
representatives.  
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New Business 
 Post Tenure Review (PTR) 
The Chair of the faculty senate noted that two (2) years ago he requested a copy of the University’s Post Tenure 
Review Policy to be made available to the faculty. None has ever been produced.   

.  When he asked again this year he was given a copy of the University of North Carolina General 
Administration – UNCGA {(University of North Carolina Office of the President-UNCOP)} mandate to the 
respective University Constituent institutions. The Chair’s contention is that there should be a Faculty Senate and 
faculty wide sanctioned policy in place at ECSU and since there was no such policy then, we should look at other 
peer institutions for direction. 

Dr. Gale Isaacs asked where the current policy came from. 
The Chair responded that it came from Academic Affairs.  The Chair further informed her that there are faculty 
member undergoing such a review and that the Faculty Senate should take a position on Post Tenure Review. 
Dr. Isaacs suggested that the Faculty Senate pass a resolution to halt post tenure reviews until a policy was put in 
place after being review and sanctioned by the Faculty Senate and the campus wide faculty members.  A motion was 
drafted and reads as follows 
“Post tenure review is halted campus-wide until a faculty sanctioned policy is put in place” The motion as put in 
place by Dr. Gale Isaacs and seconded by Dr. Lewis. 
During the questions and answer period, Dr. Joseph Lisowski asked if the policy currently being utilized was an 
academic affairs policy or a UNC policy. This policy that the University is following is one that was developed 
solely by Academic Affairs. 

Dr. M. Coulson-Clark offered the following clarification: every campus is mandated to have post tenure 
review. Campuses were to have in place clear and equitable procedures to evaluate all tenured faculty members 
during this process.  There exist a “disconnect” between the UNC Policy and ECSU’s lack of uniform procedures 
sanctioned by the faculty and the faculty senate.  ECSU does not have a faculty sanctioned procedure in place and 
each department might have a different way to evaluate their post tenured faculty leading to potential for 
arbitrariness. 
Dr. Lloyd Mitchell asked if we had to have a faculty approved process in place before accreditation. 
Dr. S. Delacy Stith said yes. 
Dr. Lloyd Mitchell answered that we will need to move swiftly to complete this process 
Dr. Joseph Lisowski suggested that the same committee reviewing Tenure should look at Post Tenure Review. 
Dr. S. Delacy Stith thought that this would be too much for the same committee. Dr. S. Delacy Stith further 
explained that the original intent was to utilized post tenure review for dismissal or remediation of non productive 
faculty.  The dismissal portion was not accepted. 
Dr. Ellis Laurence offered that he had gone through the Post Tenure Review process t here (3) times. Further, he was 
informed that he did not receive a raise because he did not undergo post tenure review. His teaching evaluation for 
that year was 405/500.  Additionally when he agreed to the Post Tenure review he had less than 24 hours to get 
ready for the School’s Committee visit that took place on the ‘last day of class” 
Dr.  Thomas Rossbach explained that the School of Math Science and Technology Post Tenure Review Committee 
was only given two weeks to complete the entire schools process. 
 

Faculty Graders Reports sent electronically sent to Deans and other Administrators. 
Dr. Dixon inquired from the group if anyone else had to submit grades to their dean and chair? Two faculty 
members raised their hands. He further explained that the dean is enrolled in each of the on line class and is part of 
that class. 
Dr. Becky Seaman said that it might only be an Education specific issue because there was no guideline suggesting 
that the dean or chair become a part of the on line class.  Further. Dr. Seaman raised the concern that faculty could 
not return to the grade once the grades were posed to review those old grades anymore. 
 
 Fifty Percent Release Time and Salary increase for Chairperson of Faculty Senate. 
Dr. S. D. Stith shared the results of a Faculty Assembly survey showing the constituent Universities that gave 
stipends and release time and in some cases administrative assistant’s help to execute the functions of the Faculty 
Senate.  Does ECSU need to consider how it compensates this office? 
  
 Amendments for Alternates for Autonomous Committees 
Dr. S. D. Stith informed the Faculty Senate that the Hearing, Grievance, Personnel and Teacher of the Year 
Committees are all autonomous committees and should have alternate members in order to function in the event that 



someone is unable to perform his or her duty.  We will need to propose alternates for each committee.  To do so, 
requires an amendment from the Faculty Senate and sent to the entire faculty body for its approval. Dr. Stith offered 
to prepare such a resolution to present to the Faculty Senate. 
Dr. Becky Seaman asked what happened to the Constitution committee. 
Dr. S. D. Stith said he did not know and that he would look into it. However, we will need to bring a resolution at 
the next meeting. 
Dr. Ellis Laurence is the Chair of the Grievance committee. He shared that he was asked to skip a process and go 
straight to the General Administration. He has to follow the proper procedure. Dr. Stith agreed that he should follow 
the establish procedures and not skip any steps as this might create legal hazards for the all concerned. 
 
   Amendment to the November minutes 
Dr. Stith asked that the Nov 20, 2007 minutes be amended to reflect that Dr. Gale Isaac did return the Tiller’s report 
of the election as shown by the attachment of elected of the Autonomous Committee for 2007-2009. This motion 
was moved by Dr. Becky Seaman and seconded by Dr. Ben James. 
 
Announcements 
Mr. Mike Rice – Institutional Advancement encouraged all faculty members to register for the March 27 and 28 
Research workshop- here at ECSU. It is free and open to all faculty members. The Assistant Secretary of Education 
will be a Keynote Speaker and the Banquet speaker will be Herman Boone, the coach who starred in the film                                     
“Remember the Titans” 
Dr. Mitchell asked whether grant writers were recognized when their grants are funded even if their grant is moved 
to another department.  He further stated that grants should be recognized according to who wrote and received the 
grant.  
Aside 
Evaluation of Administrators 
Dr. S. D. Stith shared that other constituent institutions were having some of the same challenges in causing these 
administrator evaluations to have an impact on the management of the University. 
 
Plagiarism Policy 
Linda Lisowski asked about a plagiarism policy…. 
Dr. S. Delacy Stith offered that there is one in the student handbook and in the current catalog. 
 
Approval of the Minutes 
Dr. Ben James offered a motion to approve the minutes 
Dr. Lloyd Mitchell seconded the motion 
 
The meeting was adjourned at 3:15 p.m. (Dr. Stith please double check the time) 
 
Respectfully Submitted 
Margery Coulson-Clark, PhD. (Filling in for Jason Mitchell as the request of the Senate Chair) 


